
OCUST, an Automated Regression Testing as a Service is a subscription-based offering. The 
OCUST library consists of pre-built automated test cases for every Oracle SaaS Cloud 
application. Customers can choose their relevant test cases as part of the subscription. Then, 
Birlasoft executes relevant automated test scripts in the customer’s non-production environment 
and generates a detailed validation report of the impact on the business flows. If any customer 
specific test cases need to be tested as part of this testing, Birlasoft will develop and execute it 
on every patch deployment. 

Oracle SaaS Cloud Applications Upgrade every quarter. These upgrades consist of newly added features in addition to bug fixes. 

Oracle SaaS Cloud Customers want to take on new versions, but need support for:

· Regression testing of their configuration with new version

· Detailed report of what is applicable in the upgrade for their industry and business

· Resolution of expected upgrade issues
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OCUST has the pre-built list of use cases for many Oracle SaaS Cloud application and customers can choose their relevant use 
cases from this pre-built library. The below is the list of applications covered under OCUST:

OCUST Library
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Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for 
customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by 
helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 
engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities. 
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Enterprise to the Power of DigitalTM  

No impact on day-to-day 
business operation

Struggle free and risk free 
upgrades

No need to assemble 
business team for this 

application testing

OCUST: Benefits
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Oracle SaaS Application

PH Cloud

HCM Cloud

ERP Cloud

GTM Cloud

OTM Cloud

PBCS \ EPBCS

CDM Cloud

SQM Cloud

CPQ Cloud

Oracle Sales Cloud

Cost Savings: 25 to 50 
percent

Improved productivity by 
freeing human bandwidth 

Ensures consistent 
execution of processes

Eliminates data 
inconsistencies

Reduces manual task error 
rate by 10%

20 times faster than 
human

Reduced cycle and 
waiting time

Less time to implement 
then leading tech
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for strategic work


